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Affairs Health Subcommittee held a roundtable discussion 
where congressional leaders, veterans service organiza-
tions, and prosthetic provider and consumer representatives 
expressed directly to VA personnel significant concerns with 
the language and intent of the proposed rule.

After facing considerable backlash, the VA published a 
supple mental notice of proposed rulemaking (SNPRM) in 
2018, proposing that “VA providers will prescribe items and 
services based on the veteran’s clinical needs and will do so 
in consultation with the veteran.” The SNPRM also clarified 
that the “VA will determine whether VA or a VA-authorized 
vendor will furnish authorized items and services…based on, 
but not limited to, such factors as the veteran’s clinical needs, 
VA capacity and availability, geographic availability, and cost.” 
While this language did address some of the worst aspects of 
the proposed rule, it still left plenty of discretion with the VA 
to select a veteran’s O&P provider, despite the preferences of 
the veteran.

Under the final rule, VA providers, or healthcare enti-
ties and providers that meet certain requirements under the 
Veterans Community Care Program, will prescribe items 
and services and will do so in consultation with the veteran. 
After the item or service is prescribed, the VA will determine 
whether the item or service will be provided by the VA or a 
VA-authorized provider. This determination will still be based 
on, but not limited to, “the veteran’s clinical needs, VA capacity 
and availability, geographic availability, and cost.” Subject to 
certain exceptions, prior authorization of items and services is 
required for the VA to reimburse VA-authorized providers for 
providing such items or services to veterans. 

The final rule addresses some of the O&P community’s 
concerns around ensuring that veterans have a voice in decid-
ing which provider to use, but ultimately does retain decision-
making authority with the VA rather than with the veteran. 
The final rule also falls short of providing sufficient details 
concerning the mechanisms the VA will use to determine 
whether the VA will directly provide care or whether it will use 
an authorized contract provider. Some of the veterans service 
organizations are cautiously optimistic that the language in the 
final rule will permit veterans the choice of O&P practitioner 
they have always enjoyed, but the O&P community is expected 
to monitor this situation closely to identify problems and 
address them expeditiously.

The final rule also codifies new definitions of prosthetic 
devices and orthotic devices. Under the final rule, a prosthetic 
device is defined as an “item that replaces a missing or defec-
tive body part. Prosthetic devices include but are not limited to 
artificial limbs and artificial eyes.” 

Prior to the codification of the new rule, the Veterans Health 
Administration (VHA) Handbook defined orthosis as follows:

A device fitted externally to an anatomical portion of the body to influ-
ence motion by assisting, resisting, blocking, or unloading part of the 
body weight. An orthosis may be used to correct deformity, compen-
sate for weakness, or protect a body segment. It includes, but is not 
limited to, custom and non-custom devices, corsets, trusses, and belts. 
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